IOWA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
RESTORATION ADVISORY BOARD
MINUTES
July 15, 2014

The Restoration Advisory Board (RAB) meeting was called to order by Elyn Holton-Dean at 8:33
a.m. on July 15, 2014 at the Comfort Suites Hotel.
Minutes Review
Two new board members were accepted; Dennis Kuster and George Dieckmann.
The minutes were accepted as written.
Agenda Review
Agenda accepted as written. Note: The timeline for the agenda has been lengthen to two hours,
to better reflect meeting time. Welcomed new Army Co-Chair, Zaynab Murray to replace Steven
Bellrichard on July 21, 2014.
Public Comment
Vaughn Moore thanked the Commander for having color guard and flags at the memorial
service.
FUSRAP Update
Brenton Barkley, FUSRAP program manager briefed the RAB from his slide presentation shown
in exhibit 3 (IAAAP RAB FUSRAP Update).
Vaughn Moore asked how far the dig area was. Brenton Barkley explained the dig was farther
than a 500 foot radius. Steven Bellrichard said we can see the area on the site tour today.
Dennis Kuster asked how far the shots would fire. Brenton Barkley explains they had a radius
model of the distance shots are fired and FUSRAP goes even farther for the clean-up.
Paula Graham asked how much soil has been hauled offsite. Brenton Barkley said no soil has
been shipped offsite yet. They have used the soil sorter to distinguish clean and contaminated
soil. The contaminated soil will be hauled offsite when the dig is finished. They are currently
seeking prices for the contaminated soil to be hauled offsite. Brenton Barkley gave the web
address for access to FUSRAP final documents.
Mark Hagerla shared his concern for explosive contaminated surface water runoff at Line 1
and the fact that the Army still doesn’t know its source. Steven Bellrichard explained that the
Bridge contract contains a requirement to identify the source of this contamination.
Furthermore, data from the surface water runoff is being collected so that a treatment
system can be designed. Lastly, the building demolition project will attempt to remove
building 1-70. This is a building were FUSRAP had to leave explosive contaminated soil
due to building stability issues.
Vaughn Moore asks if an extensive study has been done on Brush Creek off-post. Rick Arnseth
of Tetra Tech can answer that question.
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IAAAP PBC Project Update
Rick Arnseth of Tetra Tech briefed the RAB from his slide presentation shown in exhibit 4
(IAAAP PBC Project Update).
Vaughn Moore asked where water samples are sent to. Rick Arnseth replied that currently
samples are sent to Dr. Heather Smith’s lab in Vicksburg, MS, Army Corp.
Mark Hagerla asked if there was a resolution for the Old Fly Ash Waste Pile (OFAWP). Steven
Bellrichard has an update to present as a new topic.
Paula Graham asked how far down has DU been found. Brenton Barkley, FUSRAP explained
and showed where the farthest DU chunk was found on a Firing Site map he presented.
New Topics/Old Business
Steven Bellrichard informed the RAB that the funding was awarded for the Mathes Lake project
to begin in 30 days. Interviews will be conducted at the next RAB meeting as part of their
Preliminary Investigation.
Steven Bellrichard also briefed the board with an OFAWP update. Samples have been taken
and the data shows no risk. This is considered part of Operable Unit 7 (OU7) and cannot be
funded by DERP funds. Just recently Pollution Prevention funds were given to the IAAAP to
remove the sloughing of ash going to Brush Creek. Dan Cook, IDNR stated that the IDNR is
collecting data to document the sloughing issue, which they consider a clean water act
violation.
Steven Bellrichard briefed the board with an update on the building demolition. He just reviewed
a scope of work. Funds have been awarded and a contract is being prepared.
Public Comment
Melenie Wonderlich asked for the status of the TNT Cave (Pilot House Complex) and the
Bridging contract. Steven Bellrichard stated there is not an update for the Pilot House Complex
since the April meeting. This project will be given to Zaynab Murray. The Bridge Contract will
complete the Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study for OU6 (On-site Groundwater) for the
next long term awarded contract.
Vaughn Moore asked Thurman Huffman what year did they run the pilot house project. Thurman
Huffman said in the 1960s.
Melenie Wonderlich asked if an investigation will be conducted for the PA for Mathes Lake and
the TNT Cave at the same time. Steven Bellrichard said no because they are two different
contracts and funding.
Zaynab Murray stated that H&S was awarded the Mathes Lake contract and the Bridging
Contract is to be awarded in October.
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Next Meeting/ Agenda
• The next meeting is scheduled for October 14, 2014 October 21, 2014, 9:00 a.m. at the
Comfort Suites Hotel Burlington Public Library.
• Mathes Lake preliminary investigation will hold interviews at the next RAB meeting.
• Ask Heather Smith to speak at next RAB meeting for an update on the water treatment
project at Line 1.
• Conduct a presentation for the Bridge Contract at the next meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:52 a.m. Brief board discussion about policies then tour to
follow.
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